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Abstract
A new face recognition algorithm is presented. It supposes that a video sequence of a person is available both at
enrollment and test time. During enrollment, a client Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is adapted from a world GMM
using eigenface features extracted from each frame of the
video. Then, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to
ﬁnd a decision border between the client GMM and pseudoimpostors GMMs. At test time, a GMM is adapted from
the test video and a decision is taken using the previously
learned client SVM. This algorithm brings a 3.5% Equal
Error Rate (EER) improvement over the BioSecure reference system on the Pooled protocol of the BANCA database.

1. Introduction
The wide majority of face recognition algorithms shares
a common framework. At enrollment time, one or a few
training pictures of the subject are taken, discriminative features are extracted and saved as the model of the subject.
At test time, another small set of pictures (sometimes only
one) of the subject is taken and features are extracted following the same process. These features can be geometrical
(such as distance between the eyes, length of the nose, etc.)
or pixel-based features (such as eigenface coefﬁcients [13],
wavelet transform, etc.), or a combination of them (Active
Appearance Model [8]). Some transformations are often
performed on these features to reduce dimensionality and
increase their discriminative power: Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Independent Component Analysis (IDA), etc. Then, a comparison is performed between the model and these features
in order to decide if the subject is the person he/she pretends to be. This comparison is often performed by computing the distance (euclidean, L1-norm, L2-norm, correlation)
between the training and the test pictures. But it can also
use classical classiﬁcation algorithms such as K Nearest
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Neighbors (KNN) or One-Class Support Vector Machines
(OC-SVM). These 1-to-1 or few-to-few comparisons were
mostly induced by the protocols deﬁned on the available
evaluation databases. Thus, the FERET database only includes still images of face. The BANCA and XM2VTS
databases do contain video sequences of talking-faces but
evaluation protocols have not used them until now (for example, only 5 pictures per video are used in the BANCA
protocols [1]). In [6], Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) are
used to take into account the intra-subject variability (such
as face rotation, lips motion or changing light conditions),
though the authors only had a few pictures manually annotated and did not use every frame of the videos. Our work
starts from the same idea, but using every frame of the video
in which the face is automatically located. The face tracking algorithm is quickly described in section 2 along with
the features extraction process. Sections 3 and 4 present the
core of our algorithm: how it is possible to apply SVM in
the GMM space. The experiments we performed and the
corresponding results are described in sections 5 and 6.

2. Visual front-end
Any automatic face recognition algorithm needs a preliminary step of face detection. Thus, the face has to be
located before it is even possible to recognize it. To allow a
fair comparison with previously published results, we used
the visual front-end of the Biosecure talking-face reference
system which is quickly described in the following paragraphs (a full description is available in [5]).

2.1. Face detection and tracking
The OpenCV implementation of [15] is ﬁrst used to get a
rough idea of the location of the face. Then, a moving window scans every possible rectangle in this region of interest
at every position with many sizes. For each candidate, the
Distance From Face Space (DFFS) [11] is computed and the
candidate with the lowest DFFS is chosen as the location of
the face. A temporal median ﬁlter is then applied on the

Figure 1. Face tracking

Figure 2. Normalization

location and size of the detected faces throughout the video
in order to avoid local detection problems (see ﬁgure 1).

adaptation in our experiments (see [3] for more details). At
test time, the log-ratio of p(y|λX ) and p(y|λΩ ) is compared
to a threshold θ. In the following, all models λ are adapted
from a common world model λΩ .

2.2. Features extraction
Once the face is detected, it is size-normalized to the size
of the eigenfaces. The decomposition of the detected face
on the eigenfaces is computed and used as features for face
recognition [13].

3. Gaussian Mixture Model
3.1. Principle
The use of GMMs for speaker veriﬁcation has been studied in depth in the literature [12]. Given a subject X and
a corresponding training set x = {xt , t = 1...N } of Ddimensional features extracted from a video of subject X,
a gaussian mixture model λX = {wi , μi , Σi , i = 1...M } is
learned maximizing the following log-likelihood:
log p(x|λX ) =

1
N

N


log p(xt |λX )

(1)

3.2. Distance between GMMs
In [2] Ben introduces a distance between two GMMs,
based on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. At test
time, given a set of samples y, a test model λY is adapted
from the world model λΩ . In the particular case where
neither the weights wi nor the covariances Σi are adapted
(gaussians means adaptation only) and using diagonal covariance matrices, the distance is deﬁned as follows:


2

M D
Y
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i,d − μi,d
wiΩ
D(λY , λX ) = 
ΣΩ
i,d
i=1 d=1

Following the same idea as in the classical GMM case, this
distance can be normalized by the distance to the world
model and then compared to a threshold:

t=1

D(λY , λΩ ) − D(λY , λX ) > θ

where
p(xt |λX ) =

(4)

M


wi pi (xt |λX )

(2)

(5)

3.3. Normalization

i=1

and
pi (•|λX ) ∼ N (μi , Σi )

(3)

Then, at test time, the likelihood p(y|λX ) that the samples
y come from subject X is computed and compared to a
threshold θ: if it is higher than θ then the subject Y is decided to be the subject X.
Training sets for each subject usually contain a relatively
small number of samples which may lead to unreliable models. Therefore, using this small training set, subject GMMs
are adapted from a world model λΩ that was previously
trained on a much larger set of samples: we used MAP
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In [3] an additional normalization step is proposed which
happens in the adapted GMMs space. Considering the
world model λΩ as the origin of the space, every adapted
GMM λX is normalized so that the distance between λX
and λΩ equals a reference distance Dref (see ﬁgure 2). In
our particular case (MAP with means adaptation only), this
normalization can be summarized by the equation 6 (see [3]
[2] for more details).
μX
i,d =


Dref
Dref
μX
+
1−
D(λX , λΩ ) i,d
D(λX , λΩ )

μΩ
i,d

(6)

4. Support Vector Machines
4.1. Principle
SVMs [14] are classiﬁers used to ﬁnd the best separator between two classes. They are very efﬁcient in solving
clustering problems which are not linearly separable. The
fundamental idea is to project (using a mapping function φ)
the input vectors into a new feature space of greater dimension in which it is possible to ﬁnd a hyperplane producing a
linear separation between classes.
In practice, SVMs use kernel functions to perform the computation of scalar products in the feature space without using the deﬁnition of φ. The best hyperplane is chosen in
order to maximize the distance between the separating hyperplane and the training vectors the closest to the border:
they are called support vectors. The classiﬁcation of a sample x is given by equation 7
f (x) =

N


αi yi k(x, xi ) + b

(7)

i=1

where k is the kernel function, xi are the training samples
and yi ∈ {−1, +1} their respective class labels, αi and b
are the parameters of the model obtained after training. At
test time, f (x) is compared to a threshold θ.

4.2. SVM in the GMM space
In this paper, we propose to apply SVM directly in the
GMM space. The idea is to train a SVM for each client X in
order to separate the model λX from the rest of the world.
In this purpose, pseudo-impostors models λP Ii are introduced. Typically, they are models adapted from the world
model λΩ using subsets of the original world model dataset.
GMMs are normalized following the equation 6 and the best
hyperplane separating the client model λX (class +1) from
the pseudo-impostors models λP Ii (class -1) gives the classiﬁcation function fX of client X. We used the probabilistic distance kernel given by equation 8, which is a particular
case of kernels introduced in [10]:
k(λX , λY ) = exp −D2 (λX , λY )

(8)

where D was previously deﬁned in equation 4. This method
was ﬁrst introduced and successfully applied for speaker
veriﬁcation by Dehak et al. in [9].

males and 13 males). This division into 2 disjoint groups allows to use G2 as the world model when testing on G1 (and
reciprocally). In the following, world model always refers
to the group which is not currently tested. 12 sessions were
recorded in 3 different conditions (controlled, adverse and
degraded). In each session and for each speaker, 2 recordings were performed: one client access where the speaker
pronounces digits and his/her (fake) own address and one
impostor access where he/she pronounces digits and the address of another person.

5.2. Protocols
The experiments are performed following the Pooled
BANCA protocol. The face space (needed for both the
face tracking algorithm and the eigenface projection [5]) is
built using all faces from the world model. Automatic face
tracking is then performed on every video of the BANCA
database and 80 eigenface coefﬁcients are extracted from
each frame (about 450 frames or more per video). The
world GMM is learned on the features extracted from the
videos of the world model. One pseudo-impostor GMM
per video of the world model is adapted from the world
GMM: this makes about 600 pseudo-impostor GMMs. For
each subject, a GMM is adapted from the world GMM using only the features extracted from the client access of one
controlled session (4-fold cross validation is achieved by
using successively the 4 controlled session for client GMM
training). Therefore, 1248 imposter and 936 client accesses
are performed for each group: conﬁdence at 95% is less
than 3%.
A simple face recognition algorithm based on only 5
pictures randomly extracted from the recordings was also
tested as a way of calibrating the difﬁculty of the BANCA
Pooled protocol. It uses the same eigenface features and
computes, at test time, the minimum euclidean distance between the ﬁve feature vectors of the client model and the
ﬁve feature vectors of test. Note that, as in the SVM-GMM
case, faces are located automatically (the annotation given
in BANCA are not used): this might explain the poor performance of this simple algorithm (in comparison to the results
obtained in the literature [6]).

5.3. Tools

5. Experiments

GMM training, adaptation and scoring are performed using the open-source software BECARS [4]. SVM training
and scoring are performed using the library libSVM [7].

5.1. The BANCA database

6. Results

The BANCA audiovisual database contains 52 speakers
divided into 2 groups G1 and G2 of 26 speakers each (13 fe-

Figure 3 shows that the GMM algorithm outperforms
the simple minimum euclidean distance algorithm. Hence,
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SVM with only one example in one class can lead to inaccurate training.
Finally, the use of face and voice combined in a talkingface modality for identity veriﬁcation is still a great challenge and we plan to improve the system by adding a
speaker veriﬁcation step, by fusing score and/or audiovisual
features.
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